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“Every time I hear Jeff speak,
he makes me laugh, lifts me
up and makes me believe that
anything is possible. Jeff held
the audience spellbound as
he described that we can’t sit
on the sidelines and expect
our dreams to come true. We
need to take charge, jump in
with both feet and sometimes
even catapult off a cliff to go
after our heart’s desire and
find our true calling. Jeff’s
gift is daring to discuss what
others won’t, addressing a
diverse crowd and trusting that
his message needs to be heard.”

~TL Champion

Are you ready to Get Jeffed?
Recently called the “Tony Robbins of the East Coast,” Jeff Nischwitz is a force of nature and
is waking up business and association audiences across the country with his messages about
conscious leadership, a new way of being (personally and professionally), and his courageous
injection of authenticity, vulnerability, and intimate relationships into the business world. Big
in stature and bigger in heart, Jeff Nischwitz is a giant in authenticity, leading audiences on a
magical journey of self awareness and discovery that is transforming organizations, leaders,
teams, and people.
Jeff’s audiences experience disruptive thinking, challenging questions, vulnerable sharing, and
inspired perspectives on the impact of stories in their business and their life. Inviting Jeff to
wake up your audience is an invitation to inspiration, to disruptive thinking, to being challenged,
and to experiencing what others have called Getting Jeffed!

Why Jeff Nischwitz?
Jeff helps you create the foundation for personal and professional transformation with
different thinking that empowers you to create desired change.
You’ll leave inspired to unleash your business, your team, and your life, armed with
tangible and actionable steps to help you soar.

Champion Studios

Discover the path to deep, connected and mutually beneficial relationships – relationships
that will help you accelerate everything in your business and life.

“Jeff is the perfect example of
practice makes perfect. The
‘buzz’ has been around the
speaking industry how Jeff is
just a fabulous speaker. Well,
everyone was right. I heard him
speak the other day, and it really
made me mad! As I was getting
comfortable in my speaking
career, this guy has to raise the
bar and now we all have to up
our ‘speaking abilities’ to keep
up with him.”

Jeff’s new way of being is an invitation to wake up, connect to your authentic story and
go from surviving to thriving.
If you’re looking to grow sales, invigorate your team, build your leaders,
or unleash your life, Jeff will deliver an inspired message that will
empower, inspire and accelerate.

K e y n o t e s i n D e m and
• Conscious Leadership: The Path to Accelerating Your Team,
Your Organization, and Yourself
• Accelerating Your Business … One Relationship at a Time

~ Hal Becker

• Relationship Magic: From Accountability to Execution

Professional Speaker & CEO
The Becker Group

• What’s Your Story? Debunking the Stories that Block Your Way

”

To Book Jeff Contact:

• Change Is Not an Option: Innovation is a Choice
• Lights, Camera, Life: Life Lessons from the Screen

Jennasis Speaks: 440.429.2257 | BookMe@JennasisSpeaks.com | www.nischwitzgroup.com

